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Ms. Katie Sullivan

Managing Director, International Emissions Trading Association
Katie serves as Managing Director of the International Emissions Trading Association (IETA), the
global multi-sector business voice for the intersection of markets and climate change. On behalf
of IETA’s 150+ corporate members, Katie leads efforts to inform market solutions to address
environmental challenges across the Americas and globally. Katie sits on the Global Steering
Committee for the World Bank’s Carbon Pricing Leadership Coalition (CPLC), Boards of the
Climate Action Reserve (CAR), and the International CCS Knowledge Centre, and numerous
Advisory Panels including for Canada’s Institute for Clean Growth & Climate Change and the
Ivey Foundation. In 2019, Katie was recognized as a Clean16 and Clean50 award recipient for
contributing to Clean Capitalism Leadership in Canada.

Mr. Yvan Champagne

President, Bluesource Methane
As President of Bluesource Methane, Yvan is responsible for delivering results for and
overseeing the development of the Company’s emphasis on fugitive methane emissions, with
specific emphasis in Canada. He oversees all aspects from conceptual development to
realization through physical projects in the field. A skilled builder and innovator across multiple
sectors, his background includes experience in consumer-packaged goods (Coca-Cola
Enterprises), technology (Blast Radius), and environmental markets (Summerhill Group).

Mr. Rob Hamaliuk

Executive Director, Climate Change Policy, Alberta Government
Rob is the Executive Director of Air and Climate policy for the government of Alberta. Rob has
been working on the development and implementation of climate policy and programming
since 2009. Developing and implementing one of North America’s first regulated greenhouse
gas emissions trading systems – previously Specified Gas Emitters Regulation, now the
Technology Innovation and Emissions Reduction (TIER) regulation. A significant amount of
Rob’s time has been leading the design and development of Alberta’s carbon market. Now
focusing on broad air and climate policy for the province of Alberta, examples include methane
policy/regulation, TIER policy design, funding programs for methane, and other GHG reducing
technology/projects.

Mr. Michiel Ten Hoopen

Founding Partner and Managing Director, ClearBlue Market
Michiel is the Managing Director Advisory at ClearBlue Markets. Michiel has over 20 years of
experience in climate policy and carbon markets and has been involved in various offset and
carbon markets since their inception. ClearBlue Markets is a cap & trade / carbon pricing
advisory firm active in the North American and European markets. Prior to ClearBlue Markets,
Michiel led the Global Emissions desk at Vattenfall, and before that, he led the CDM
consultancy division at EcoSecurities. Michiel was also a member of the UNFCCC CDM Small
Scale working group for 7 years. Michiel is currently also responsible for sourcing UERs
(Upstream Emission Reductions) at Varo Energy, a mid-sized energy and logistics company in
Europe.

Mr. Michael Cote

President, Ruby Canyon Environmental
As President of Ruby Canyon Environmental, Michael has become a highly-experienced
greenhouse gas professional working in U.S. and international carbon markets and engaged
with numerous greenhouse gas programs for the past 20 years. Ruby Canyon has extensive
experience with fugitive methane-to-energy projects in all three GMI sectors, especially with
coal mine methane. For the oil & gas sector, Michael has participated in offset project
methodology development as well as lead project validation and verification teams on oil & gas
projects throughout the upstream and midstream sectors. Michael also participates in several
working groups developing best practices for greenhouse gas reporting and offset project
monitoring, reporting, and verification (MRV). Founded in 2005, Ruby Canyon has grown to
become one of the most successful ANAB-accredited greenhouse gas verification bodies in
North America. After expanding its MRV services to western Canada in 2011, Ruby Canyon
opened its Mexico City office in 2017 to serve growing Latin American carbon markets.

Mr. Jamie Callendar

Vice-President Project Investments, Inlandsis Fund
Jamie is an environmental engineer with more than 14 years of experience in developing,
financing, and implementing GHG reduction and environmental technology projects across
North America. He is currently Vice President of Project Investments at Inlandsis Fund, where
he is responsible for investment due diligence, project origination, and portfolio management
for the fund's GHG emission reduction and clean fuels investments. During his 3 years at
Inlandsis, the fund has built a portfolio with more than 30 operating projects across Canada and
the US that have already achieved GHG emission reductions in excess of 4 million tons of CO2equivalent to date. Previously, at Encana Corporation, Jamie managed an investment portfolio
under the Encana Environmental Innovation Fund (EIF), with total investments of $35 million.
Prior to Encana, Jamie was the Director of Technical Services at Blue Source Canada where he
led the carbon offset project development and external consulting business for the Canadian
business unit. Jamie is on the board of the Green Learning Canada Foundation and a past Chair

of the PTAC TEREE Committee and the Natural Resources Canada CIPEC Task Force Council
Chair for the Upstream Oil and Gas sector.

